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GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS

The program for the fourteenth annual meeting of Cheiron (June 23-26, Newport, Rhode Island) included a panel devoted to "Anthropology in American Culture." Speakers included Jack Pressman (Univ. of Penn.) "A Marriage of Convenience: The Relations Between Anthropology and Psychology in America during the Progressive Era"; Richard Handler (Lake Forest College), "The Dainty and the Hungry Man: literature and Anthropology in the Work of Edward Sapir"; Henrika Kuklick (Univ. of Penn.), "The Savage Comes To Work on the Assembly Line: Anthropological Influence on Post-World War I Industrial Psychology."

SURVEY OF HAN SUBSCRIBERS

Belatedly, we have received two more of our intellectual topography questionnaires, one from Ludmilla Jordanova (now J5) and one from Anna Hohenwart-Gerlachstein (now H8.5). Those who wish may add the former (J5) under the following categories: 1D, and 2E, with special interest in ties to sociology, medicine, and natural history; the latter (H8.5) under 2F, 3B, 3C, with special interest in W. Schmidt, W. Koppers, and R. Heine-Geldern.

We apologize for the several errors that crept into our address listings, notably the misplacement of Gunnar Broberg, who of course is in Uppsala, Sweden (not Norway). Unfortunately, because the listing was taken from our mailing list, many people were listed with their home address rather than their institutional affiliation.

VOLUME THEMES FOR THE NEW ANNUAL VOLUME IN THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY

The closing date for the first volume of History of Anthropology (cf. HAN VIII:2) is rapidly approaching. Although most of the space is now filled, authors having finished manuscripts dealing with any aspect of anthropological fieldwork in historical perspective may submit them to the editor up until August 1, 1982. The tentative topics of the two succeeding volumes are "Displaying Man: Museum and Exhibition Anthropology since the Seventeenth Century" and "Anthropology in Great Britain and Its Empire." Interested authors should communicate with the editor, George W. Stocking, Department of Anthropology, University of Chicago, 1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637, U.S.A. Researchers on topics in areas other than those noted are encouraged also to communicate, since future volume topics will be chosen to reflect on-going work, and each volume will (space permitting) include one or more "non-theme" essays.